
CHECK  THE TECHNICAL BROCHURE ON THE REAR...

TELE System introduces PALCO LED09, the range 
of LED TVs characterized by a triple tuner, Digital 
Cable (DVB-C) Terrestrial (DVB-T2) and Satellite 
(DVB-S2) with H.265 / HEVC 10bit encoding that 
combines the high technological performances to 
the maximum simplicity of use. 
The TV thus becomes the center of home 
entertainment with hundreds of cable, terrestrial 
and satellite channels, Italian and foreign, pay or free 
with the  high definition quality. The PALCO LED 09 TV 
sets are installed in two simple steps, automatically 
play the scan, sort and update features channels and 
can also be controlled with the Easy remote control, 
with large keys for the essential functions, designed 
specifically for the Older people.
 

By connecting a hard disk to the USB2.0 port, the Tv 
turns into a Mediaplayer. All models are CI+ Ready, 
compatible with the certified tivùsat HD CAM and 
terrestrial pay TV HD CAM.
PALCO LED09 is the ideal solution for all the multi-
user installations in hotels and residences thanks 
to the compatibility with SCR satellite systems. 
Furthermore the Advanced Hotel Mode function 
allows to block programming and settings as the 
maximum level in volume output.
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PALCO28 LED09

Triple tuner, triple show.

 

The first range of 3rd generation HD TV with a triple 
built-in tuner, digital cable DVB-C, terrestrial DVB-T2 
and satellite DVB-S2, with codified in H.265/HEVC 
10 bits to combine the highest performances to 
the simplicity of use. The TV becomes the master of 
the domestic entertainment providing hundreds of 
terrestrial and satellite channels, italian and foreign, 
encripted or free even in high definition quality.

Welcome to the 3rd generation of digital TV!

The LED09 PALCO TV range is already ready for 
the “future” of the digital transmision of the new 
DVB-T2 technology thanks to the HEVC 10 bits 
tuner.

CI+ slot CAM

The CI+ slot offers maximum compatibility with 
the certified tivùsat CAM and terrestrial pay TV 
channels to expand the experience and quality of 
vision.

Very easy installation
The new PALCO LED09 is characterized from the 
extreme simplicity of installation and settings. Once 
powered the device and have choosed twice  “OK” 
button, the TV will perform automatically the scan 
of the terrestrial channels sorting them by LCN 
standard numeration.

“Full Version” Hotel Mode

The Hotel Mode function allows to define some 
parameters as for example the maximum audio 
level, decide which is the channel once the TV will 
be switched on or select the source of the signal. 
It is mostly reccomended for the hotels in order to 
avoid that any guest will change some parameters 
already defined by default.  

SCR/Unicable compatible

The whole PALCO LED09 range is compatible with 
the SCR / Unicable installations that allow to manage 
separately up to 4 tuners with only one satellite 
duct. For example you can connect the TV and loop 
it directly to a decoder (eg My SKY decoder) with 
the same cable.
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Tipology/Display dimensions LED 27,5”

Video resolution (HxV) HD 1366x768

Display diagonal 69,9 cm. - 16:9 Wide

View angle 178°/178° (H/V)

Brightness (cd/m2) 180

Audio power 5W x 2

Tuner tipology DVB-T2 - DVB-S2 H.265 10bit

Contrast ratio 3000:1

OSD multilanguage menu YES

First installation sorting channels YES (tivùsat channels)

Teletext and subtitles YES

Factory Reset function YES

CI+ slot YES

Hotel Mode function YES

SW update via USB

Wi-Fi / Ethernet - / -

SCR / USALS YES / YES

Time Shifting YES

PVR function NO

Multimedia player via USB AVI/MP4/MKV (compatibile H.265) MP3/JPG

DVD player function NO

Input HDMI x3 - Component (YPbPr) - AVin - USB - VGA - Coaxial - SCART (or RCA adapter)

Output headphone jack 3,5mm.

TV signal Video: MPEG2, MPEG4 H.264/AVC e H.265/HEVC

 Audio: MPEG1 layer1/2; Dolby Digital; Dolby Digital Plus; AAC; HE-AAC

SKY HD tested YES

Alimentazione 100V-240V, 50/60Hz (AC)

Power supply <36W (<0,5W in Stand-by) 

Standard Remote Control YES

Easy Remote Control YES

Energy Efficiency Class A

Wall mount support  VESA 100

Dimensions with wall mount. (mm.) 643x420x200    

Dimensions without wall mount. (mm.) 643x378x87


